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Bluebird AO350 
All In One Payment Terminal 



Catch 3 birds with 
one shot 

The AO350 has 3 different major functions.  

- Mobile Payment Terminal 

- Barcode Scanner 

- and Receipt Printer.  

On top of that, the AO350 has many other functions. The 

AO350 can be the perfect solution, if you carry around 

too many devices and can’t find where the peripherals 

are. It’s small and light, yet has all you need with 

ultimate mobility. 

Bluebird AO350 
Integrated printer mobile POS terminal 



Nextgen Dual Performance with 

Dual Core.  

Dual Band. 

Performance 

The AO350 adopts 1GHz dual core, large memory and 

is equipped with various powerful components. It 

guarantees simple and easy operations with fast and 

accurate performance at a next gen level. In terms of 

network, it provides dual band. That means its 

bandwidth is twice as wide so it supports twice the 

data rate. 5GHz dual band is much more reliable than 

2.4GHz single band. 

In addition to these features, you can experience next 

gen performance with other unique functionalities. 

2.4GHz  

More Supported Devices 

Basic Internet Applications 

5GHz  

Interference-free and More Reliable 

HD video and Large Data 

Dual  

Core Processing 
Much Faster! 

Single  

Core Processing 

Single VS Dual Band 

Single Core VS Dual Core 



It’s as firm as a rock 

KTC and EMV contact L1 & PayPass, PayWave are 

available now. More global security certificates are also 

supported such as EMV contactless L1 & L2.  

If necessary, other payment certifications and options 

are available. 

Security 

Bluebird payment terminals give the most stringent level of protection through 

Stone Wall™ security. It has achieved some popular global certificates, as well 

as the popular encryption algorithms. 



Less oversights 
Higher satisfaction 

with HVGA resolution 

Projecting with its 3.5 inch HVGA touch screen, you can 

obtain sharper legibility in higher resolution. It’s almost 

twice as sharp compared to the existing QVGA. It helps 

cashiers reduce oversights with the improved legibility.  

The fancy and high quality content can foster 

customers’ engagement, increase customer satisfaction 

and achieve higher turnover. 

High Resolution Screen 

In order to modify applications coupled with high resolution, customers just 

need a small amount of resources for about a week. The approach of 

language C# is much easier to develop applications than other languages.  

3.5” HVGA 
Touch screen 



It’s like a tank 
with TankSmith™ ruggedness 

Compared to other competitors’ models, the durability of 

the AO350 has a completely different root. Bluebird 

originally manufactures rugged mobile computers, 

which provide the completely different level of durability. 

With the durability technology, TankSmith™,  the 

AO350’s design and structure are remarkably excellent. 

The demonstrative drop test on the steel plate is 

1.2m(4fts) with official certificates. 

Durability 

Bluebird products guarantee top-notch quality by incorporating the proprietary 

TankSmith™ technology. All components are designed with industrial use in 

mind. Bluebird payment terminals are purpose-built to withstand rigors of 

harsh industrial environments. 



Adapt.  

Realize.  

Evolve. 

Customization 

The AO350 can be tailored as much as you need. All 

components will be placed meticulously to make each 

of your operations a smooth process. 

Available options : camera, GPS, fingerprint, Android 6.x, 

larger RAM/ROM, extended battery, local transaction security, 

etc. 
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